
Automatically populate contracts and agreements using information contained in Bullhorn to
ensure accuracy, reduce manual efforts and submit candidates faster.
Seamlessly integrate a solution into Bullhorn to streamline document generation processes,
increase collaboration.
Reduce compliance risks and accelerate signing speed by having the ability to preview, edit and
send documents for e-signing via Kyloe AwesomeDocs DocuSign integration.
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"Kyloe AwesomeDocs integrates seamlessly into our Bullhorn system and deals with the entire workflow,
from generating contracts and agreements to sending them for signature using Kyloe's DocuSign integration.

With Kyloe AwesomeDocs, we don't need to chase candidates for signature or constantly check to make
sure we have the signed files; Kyloe AwesomeDocs makes it easier for people to sign wherever they are,  
automatically saves the signed documents back to Bullhorn, and also updates the statuses in Bullhorn!"

Talent International 

Kyloe originally partnered with Talent International to migrate from JobScience to Bullhorn and to ensure
they were set up properly and getting the most out of their new CRM. While implementing Bullhorn, Kyloe
also helped them automate and integrate their contract generation processes seamlessly with Kyloe
AwesomeDocs: our document automation system used to generate 9+ documents every minute worldwide.

Generate contracts and send for signing, all without leaving Bullhorn

While migrating to Bullhorn with Kyloe, Talent International was looking to move from an external e-signing
solution to integrate all document creation, signing and managing processes into Bullhorn.

Kyloe AwesomeDocs, our complete end-to-end document automation system for Bullhorn, stood out due to
its ability to generate branded files in a few clicks, ensure accuracy, improve visibility and accelerate

signing speed.

Talent International objectives

Established: 1995
Region: Australia

Profile: Talent International
Industry: Banking, Technology, Energy, FMCG and Government
Employees: 900+

Kyloe AwesomeDocs - Document management

Wasting time and duplicating efforts by externally and manually creating contracts and agreements.
Disjointed candidate and client experience due to sending contracts and onboarding documents
separately, increasing time-to-hire and losing revenue.
Incorrect information being included in documents from manually inputting data.

Talent International challenges
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The solution
Talent International's challenges will be familiar to many, and these challenges are exactly what Kyloe
AwesomeDocs for Bullhorn was created to solve!

Kyloe AwesomeDocs, our complete end-to-end document automation system for Bullhorn is the faster and
more accurate way to create, sign and manage any recruitment document, including contracts, from within
Bullhorn. 

The results

Reduced compliance
risks and streamline
document processes

Automated document
generation and e-signing

processes

Improved candidate
and client experience

Automatically send for 
e-signature and track updates

in Bullhorn

Generate contracts from within
Bullhorn in a matter of clicks

Automatically save signed
documents and information back to

the correct Bullhorn records
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Request details

The faster and more accurate way to create, sign and manage your recruitment documents,
all without leaving Bullhorn.

Reduction of manual effort means quicker submission of candidates, beating out competitors and
impressing clients with quality talent.

Benefits

From CVs to contracts, and terms of business to non-
disclosure agreements, Kyloe AwesomeDocs is the end-to-
end document automation system designed with
recruitment in mind and has been used to generate over
4.4 million documents by our clients.

Why Kyloe AwesomeDocs?

Fill more placements and business

Professionally branded and accurate documents that present a consistent and reliable experience that
people want to interact with. Plus, recruiters have more time to spend building relationships with
clients and candidates.

Improve client and candidate experience

Improve document accuracy (like contracts and terms of businesses), and reduce the risk of incorrectly
placing unqualified candidates.

Reduce compliance risk

Employees spend less time preparing, sending, chasing, and saving documents, and user-based e-
signature subscriptions are eliminated.

Cut operating costs
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